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Abstract: 
 
Satellite images of the earth have unleashed huge potential for gathering information and
performing analysis. The user base of this segment has increased many folds after Google
Wikimapia and Yahoo have unfolded their application in public domain. Many simple to critica
applications have been built on these image services worldwide.  
 
This paper attempts to provide an insight into the methodology and technical challenges faced by 
the Remote Sensing professionals as how to achieve the stipulated task for multiple spatial, 
spectral, temporal and radiometric resolutions of the images.  
 
Technically, the challenge is to derive, color balance and fuse multiple resolutions Imagery and
blend them into an application such that seamless images for world, continent, country region and
cities are presented to the users in Natural Color Composite (NCC).   
 
Various satellite images have been used and they were subjected to numerous processes for 
deriving seamless image data sets resulting in coarse, medium and high resolution image 
catalogues.  
 
Several models and critical functions such as color calibration, rescaling and histogram matching 
by manipulating Digital Numbers, Standard Deviation and Mean of each band were used to 
produce standardized output images. The resultant Image catalogues were then subjected to 
Image enhancements techniques to get appreciable quality. 
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Introduction: 
 
In recent times the satellite images are not only limited to remote sensing professionals for analysis 

but common man also gained fair knowledge or awareness since launch of GoogleEarth application 

which depicts the coarse, medium and high spatial resolution satellite images in Natural Colors. This 

has opened unprecedented applications from various user communities.  

 

To create a seamless natural color image catalogue for India, MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer), ETM (Enhanced Thematic Mapper multispectral sensor on board LandSat-7) and 

high resolution satellite images were considered appropriate. Images from MODIS, ETM sensors are 
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available in public domain. Less than six meter spatial resolution sample images were used to 

calibrate and fuse to derive color composite in natural color combinations. To generate NCC from 3 

band data (FCC) posed challenge as information availability in Blue band (0.4 – 0.5 µm) was 

completely missing. They were subjected to various processes for deriving seamless county wide 

image data sets resulting in coarse, medium resolution image catalogue. 

 

2.0 Objective 

The objective was to generate seamless, country to city level natural color composite image 

datasets from various spatial, spectral, temporal and radiometric resolutions of input images.  

 

3.0 Source Image categories  

In order to meet the requirements, various resolution images available in the public domain were 

studied and categorized to serve different purposes. For our application, we have identified three 

different resolutions which would meet the requirements. These were, 

1. Coarse resolution having 100-500 m spatial resolution and minimum three bands spectral 

information availability (serving purpose from 24 Million to 7 Million scale range).     

2. Medium resolution having 50 – 15 m spatial resolution and minimum three band spectral 

information availability (serving purpose from 3.5 Million to 100,000 Scale range) 

3. Fine resolution having better than 6 m spatial resolution either in Panchromatic mode or in 

Multispectral mode (serving purpose from 50,000 to 2,500 Scale range). It is pertinent to note 

that only if spatial resolution is better than 2.5 m the 2500 scale range objective can be met 

 

3.1 Coarse Resolution  

For the national scale, coarse resolution satellite data i.e. MODIS (500m) were used. MODIS optical 

and NIR data is freely available for download in public domain. It is having four reflectance bands 

i.e. NIR, RED, GREEN and BLUE. The datasets are available in 10 degree grid size covering India and 

adjoining countries in almost 20 tiles. 

 

3.2 Medium Resolution   

For the regional scale, ETM data were selected which is freely available on the LandSat web service. 

The data was available in three bands with 15m spatial resolution. Though it seems to be in natural 

color, various land features like vegetation, snow, built-up area were found to reflect completely 

varied signatures. These were largely dependent on location and extent.  Feature based band by 

band DN (Digital Numbers) value slicing techniques were adopted to produce Natural Color 

Composite. 

 

3.3 Fine resolution    
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To develop raster dataset at city level, fine resolution data was used which were in different spatial 

and temporal resolutions. Resolution merge and complex color calibration algorithms were used to 

generate Natural Color Composite. 

 

3.4 ETM – IRS Fused 

In absence of fine resolution data for part of the city and even surrounding city, sample IRS data 

having 5.6m resolution were fused with internally processed ETM (15m resolution) to generate near 

natural color images. IRS–ETM fused images (5.6 m resolution) were generated for the city level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.0 Image manipulation 

Various models have been developed for color calibration, rescaling and histogram matching by 

manipulating Digital Numbers, Standard Deviation and Mean of each band according to the 

circumstances as a data composed of different spatial resolutions, vintages and many tiled images. 

For the display of color composite images, the perceptual color attributes should be addressed 

proportionally to dynamic ranges of the input image bands. The standard contrast enhancement 

procedure based on channel may yield better outputs only in a typical situation.  In the absence of 

blue band, natural color images can not be generated using near infrared, red, and green bands 

what is known as a false color composite (FCC). For a remote sensing analyst this does not pose any 

problems, however, for common audience Natural color Image is closer and have wider acceptance. 

To overcome this, it was required to generate natural color composites (NCC) from the given false 

color composite, which demands the simulation of a blue band to be combined with green and red 

bands. 

 

4.1 Coarse resolution:  

ETM (15m) IRS-ETM Fused (5.6m) 
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To prepare the raster dataset from MODIS, cloud free data were carefully selected and modified to 

required map model and projections. All 20 tiles were mosaiced to generate a seamless natural color 

Image at national level after simple contrast matching. 

 

4.2 Medium Resolution:  

Though ETM was available in natural color, all land features were not looking natural, vegetation 

was bright green, snow in cyan color whereas fallow and build up area have either reddish or pinkish 

hue. To generate natural color from ETM images, land base features like water body; snow, 

vegetation etc were processed individually. As every feature was having specific impact on one or 

more band, RED, GREEN and BLUE band pixels were rescaled and modified accordingly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Fine Resolution 

Fine resolution data was available from two sources; one is having four bands (NIR, RED, GREEN 

and BLUE) and other with three bands (NIR, RED and GREEN) as a sample dataset from the leading 

provider of Satellite Images. To produce city images it was needed to merge these two datasets, so 

NIR, RED and GREEN bands from both images were used to generate natural color images. Natural 

color composite model in ERDAS Imagine were produced good output in few typical situations but 

produced undesired natural color images in most of the time due to varied input image parameters.  

Output images with greenish or pinkish tint were observed particularly for fallow and built-up area. 

As NIR band is not in visible region and red reflectance for the built up and fallow area is higher than 

NIR, these features appear more red or pinkish.  Models were written to alter pixel values in each 

band according to the situation for generating natural color composite images. 

 

ETM downloaded from web site showing 
snow in cyan color, vegetation bright green 
and fallow area with pinkish or reddish color 

Rectified ETM in natural color composite 
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Image Mosaic 

All processed tiled images were mosaiced to generate Image catalogs after applying contrast 

enhancement models. Since the tiled natural color images were derived from multivariate sources, it 

was challenging to generate nationwide and citywide mosaic, single image. Though the data were 

unsigned 16 bit, histogram and data range were varying from tile to tile hence mosaic of these tiles 

was resulting into uneven contrast when existing inbuilt models of ERDAS Imagine were applied. As 

the Digital Numbers (DN’s) of each image from different sources were varying, the contrast 

enhancement should be uniformly applied to each RGB image channels. As shown in Table-1, actual 

data range of one image (Image A) was varying from 1 to 2047; whereas the same for the other 

(Image B) were 140 to 2047. Mean of “Image A” is almost twice as that of “Image B resulting 

Greenish Tint Greenish Tint Rectified 

Pinkish Tint Pinkish Tint Rectified 
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mosaiced image, “Image B” part became darker whereas “Image A” part became brighter.  For the 

proper and even mosaicing, mean and standard deviation of all images that are to be mosaic should 

be nearly equal. To achieve this, we need to modify the images with the reference image by means 

of rescaling, raster or histogram match. Tiles with good quality, noise and cloud free data was 

selected as reference image. Number of sample image tiles for the city varied from 2 to 10. Natural 

color images were generated individually and then depending upon the data range of reference 

image; other images were rescaled and modified to bring the mean and standard deviation of all 

images as that of reference image.  Thus, after rescale and raster match of NCC Image A, mean and 

standard deviation was almost equal to reference image i.e. NCC Image B. Raster match determines 

a lookup table that converts the histogram of input image to resemble the histogram of reference 

image. Histogram of each layer of the output image will have approximately the same shape as the 

histogram of reference image. So mosaic of these images will be even and smooth. For automation, 

the process model was developed to handle number of processes for multiple input images.  

 

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of Image channel. 

Images Mean Standard deviation
Image A 566.4 99.6

Image B 851.0 266.1

NCC Image B (Reference) 825.4 389.2

NCC Image A after rescale and rastermatch 821.2 389.3
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mosaic of Rectified Images 

Image B 

Image A 
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Data Storage 

The processed natural color composite images were stored in four different raster catalogs, named 

based on spatial resolution category viz., coarse, medium, fused and fine resolution catalogs that 

enables to drilldown at fifteen different scales seamlessly from 1: 24 million to 1: 2500.  

 

Conclusions and way forward 

Various functions of ERDAS Imagine have been exploited to generate country to city wide natural 

color images seamlessly that were derived from images with varied image parameters. The ESRI 

suits have been used to store huge raster datasets for quick image display preserving the image 

quality.  The quality of output images shows that possibility of creating NCC from FCC is achievable 

by adopting complex models and seamless mosaic also possible by fine tuning color calibration 

algorithms.  

 

SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) elevation models are being used to generate shaded relief 

image with ETM natural color image draped on it for 3D perspective effect. Generation of elevation 

contour with values draped on terrain data are also planned to understand the topology of the area. 
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